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Who We Are
The RFPG was formed late last year by a group of 
local people concerned about the scale and 
intensity of logging in the Rubicon State Forest.

Presenters:
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Ann Jelinek
Nick Legge

Uncle Roy Patterson



Respect this Land
“No-one owns Mother Earth.  

Mother Earth looks after us and 
we look after Mother Earth”

Uncle Roy Patterson, 
Daungurung/Taungurung elder
16 May 2016



Flea Creek coupe, 2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Logged despite:there having been Leadbeater’s possum sightings in this area (Ann has brought a map of sightings of threatened species here that we can hand around), andthe requirement to protect views of the ranges and despite the entreaties of local residents who sought to protect this view from such landscape scarring as has occurred.Added to which is the lack of proper protection of Flea Creek itself.



Rubicon State Forest, October 2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blue Range on the left, Middle Range in the middle, Royston Range on the right.



With much more to come: TRP 2013-2016

Google Earth image of Rubicon State 
Forest overlaid with actual

& planned coupes, 2013 to 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When VicForests was created in 2004, the area of ash forest set to be logged annually from 2014 to 2019 in the Central Forest Management Area was 386 ha.  This was set in the 2004 Allocation Order.  (The Central FMA comprises the Toolangi, Marysville and Alexandra forest districts).In 2010 the Allocation Order was amended to set harvest levels on a statewide basis only, not by FMA.  So, in 2014/15 - - despite around 13,500 ha of the ash forests of the Central FMA being killed in 2009 - - the area of ash forest logged in the Central FMA was 758 ha, double what was planned in 2004.Then in 2013, the requirement for DEPI to approve Timber Release Plans (TRPs) was discarded so eliminating a compulsory external check on VicForest’s coupe proposals.



Ash logging: Central FMA and rest of State

Note the big drop in ash logging in ‘Rest of State’ after the 2006-07 fire, 
but no change in Central FMA after 2009 despite 13,500 ha killed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Across the state, the Central FMA’s ash forests appear to be the most heavily logged area in Victoria.  More than half of the total ‘available’ and harvestable ash forest area in the Central FMA has been either logged or burnt in the past decade.Allowing for the logging that occurred in the two decades prior to 2004/05, and making a prudent allowance for future mega-fires, for biodiversity protection and for scenic values, the unsustainability of current logging quickly becomes apparent.Data sources:Chart data: VicForests data provided in response to RFPG FoI requestFigure of 13,500 from “A Draft Report on Progress with Implementation ofthe Victorian Regional Forest Agreements (RFAs)”



Ash forest logging in Rubicon State Forest

But after the 2009 fire, logging in the Rubicon SF rose . . by a third!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chart data source: VicForests data provided in response to RFPG FoI request



Yield of ash logs across Victoria

Perhaps because the Central FMA is probably very 
profitable, with the highest ash log yield in the State
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Presentation Notes
This slide shows total log yield, including high grade sawlogs (A, B and C), low grade sawlogs (grades D and E) and residual (pulp) logs.  The dip in yield in 2008/09, 2009/10 and 2010/11 is associated with salvage logging after the 2009 fires.Chart data source: VicForests data provided in response to RFPG FoI request



Yield of high value ash logs in Rubicon SF

And Rubicon SF is the most profitable of all . . . . . but since 
2009 yields have fallen
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Presentation Notes
And yields have been on a steady decline in Central FMA over the past 11 years, from 208 m3 per ha in the period 2005/05 to 2006/07 to just 162 m3 per ha in the most recent 3 year period  for which data is available (2012/13 to 2014/15)Chart data source: VicForests data provided in response to RFPG FoI request



But in a few years yield will be irrelevant
Extent of available harvestable ash from

2004 to 2019 in Central FMA
= 20,000 ha (est. net) 

Extent of available harvestable ash from 2016 to 2035
= 8,200 ha (net, before adjustments)

less harvestable stands killed in 2009 fires (-5,400),
estimated net area reserved for Leadbeaters possum (-500) and net area

harvested since 2004 (-8,200), but excl estimated salvage logged areas (+2,300)

plus harvestable stands coming on stream in next 20 years (est. nil) less a prudent allowance for 
otherwise harvestable areas that will be lost to bushfires (say, -4,000) and less  an allowance for 

adoption of regrowth retention harvesting to protect leadbeater's possum (say, -1,000)

Extent of available harvestable ash from 
2016 to 2035 = 3,200 ha (est. net)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
20,000	Total available harvestable ash stands as in 2004 Allocation Order (80,000) multiplied by 25%,	being the proportion of allocated stands from Central FMA-8,200	Actual as provided by VicForests in response to FoI request, plus estimate for 2nd half 2015-5,400	Total harvestable stands killed in 2009 fires (7,000 ha as per 2010 Annual Report, p.10)-500	Estimated Central FMA share (0.6) of areas reserved as Leadbeater’s possum habitat (1,600 ha as per 2015 Sustainability Report),	halved to convert gross to net2,300	VicForests 2010 Annual Report, p.10, salvage logged area of harvestable ash, plus area of coupes designated as 'clearfelling - salvage'8,600-	No post 1939 ash stands in Central FMA are expected to come on stream for harvesting in the next 20 years-1,000	Conservative allowance for reduction in net harvest area due to adoption of regrowth retention harvesting in potential LBP habitat-4,000	Conservative allowance for harvestable areas that will be killed by fires in next 20 years3,600 



So, how much unlogged and unburnt 
ash forest now remains statewide?

Of the total area of available ash forest (158,000 ha) at least half has 
been burnt or logged since VicForests was created. Probably less than 
half of what remains will be of harvestable age over the next 20 years.
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Presentation Notes
The only way this remaining forest resource can support the timber industry, at anything like current levels, until the mid 2040s (by which time areas logged in the mid decades of last century come on stream), is byHoping for no more mega-fires – a forlorn hope indeed, andHeavily logging all remaining suitable areas with disregard for the rules.Central FMA is witnessing the latter in operation at present, since our analysis indicates that this area has the least proportion of remaining suitable forest.Chart data sources:VicForests data provided in response to RFPG FoI request (harvested areas)VicForests 2014 Area Statement (available areas)Fire killed areas estimated, but includes 2003 Alpine fire, 2006/07 Great Divide fires and 2009 Black Saturday fires



Breaches of the Code
The RFPG has observed many apparent breaches of VicForest’s
bible, the 2014 Code of Practice for Timber Production.  
Examples include:

• Corded areas not rehabilitated
• Landscape sensitivity areas not identified, or if identified not 

properly acted upon (e.g Flea Creek, Calvin, Brown Sugar)
• Areas where coupe contiguousness exceeds permitted 

threshold (e.g. top of Royston Range), 
• Failure to protect streams, such as Flea Creek, with appropriate 

buffer strips
• Significant losses of retained trees in coupes following 

regeneration burns
• Minimal if any field surveys for flora and fauna for proposed 

logging roads, log dumps and coupes with reliance on existing 
database records.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CODEMandatory Actions2.1.1.1 Long-term forest management planning must: i. meet the requirements of this Code and the Management Standards and Procedures;ii. provide for the perpetuation of native biodiversity;iii. maintain a range of forest age classes and structures; iv. identify and mitigate impacts on all cultural heritage values;v. minimise impact on water quality and quantity within any particular catchment;vi. minimise adverse visual impact in landscape sensitivity areas; and vii. facilitate effective regeneration of harvested forest. 2.4.1.5 Forest Coupe Plans for roads must be based on field surveys to ensure that all environmentally sensitive locations are identified and appropriate design and construction techniques are adopted.Landscape sensitivity areas not identified, or if identified not properly acted upon (e.g Flea Creek, Calvin, Brown Sugar and all coupes alongside or seen from Royston River Rd to Rubicon River Road), as the following clauses in the Management Standards prove:MANAGEMENT STANDARDSScreening5.3.1.5  Screen timber harvesting operations (except selective harvesting operations) and new road alignments from view.  Use a minimum20 m vegetation buffer with particular emphasis on the sensitive landscape features listed in table 9 in Appendix 5 the Planning Standards.  5.3.1.6  In the middle ground, between 500 m and 6.5 km, seen from the features listed in table 9 in Appendix 5 the Planning Standards:  (a) manage timber harvesting operations to ensure landscape alterations are only subtly apparent within 5 years of the operation; and  (b) shape, position and time timber harvesting operations and new roads to minimise their visual impact. Coupes excessively contiguous2.4.1.2 The maximum aggregated size of coupes that contain clearfall, seed tree or shelterwood 1 is 120 ha net harvested area within a 5 yr period.  Failure to protect streams3.3.1.1 Apply appropriate protection to class of waterway as outlined in table 9: Minimum widths in metres for buffers and filter strips applicable to various waterway categories, in relation to water quality risk and slope. Failure to protect retained trees7.2.4.1 Where regeneration burning is planned: (c) ensure slash is not permitted to accumulate within 3 m of the base of any retained habitat tree.Flora and Fauna surveys2.2.2.2 The precautionary principle must be applied to the conservation of biodiversity values. The application of the precautionary principle will be consistent with relevant monitoring and research that has improved the understanding of the effects of forest management on forestecology and conservation values. 



Long term loss of other forest values
The scale and intensity of the current logging in the Rubicon SF 
and the Central FMA - - on top of the 2009 fires - - is jeopardising 
many other forest values and services.  These include:

• Fire risk . . . . . and fire consequences
• increased fire-proneness of younger forests
• consequences for forest regeneration when fire occurs in young stands

• Biodiversity
• Native fauna and flora habitat loss
• Increased ecological vulnerability of specific ash forest communities
• Weed invasion (thistles, blackberries) and regeneration failures
• Fostering pest animals (esp. deer)

• Forest tourism
• Loss of scenic beauty
• Loss of active tourism, recreational and educational opportunities

• Water yield issue
• AGL
• irrigators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arboreal habitat loss due to loss of mature hollow-bearing trees. Some of the alpine ash forests in this area set to be logged (e.g. Snifter) contain quite high densities of hollow-bearing trees.  Interestingly, there also seems no evidence of prior logging in the alpine ash forests at the north end of the Blue Range, although high decay rates mean that this may not mean the area hasn’t been harvested previously.By the time VF is finished it will be another 100 years before large areas of mature ash exist in the Rubicon Forest.  The potential habitat loss in this area from planning to log the whole of the forest including the perhaps the closest (to the GV Hwy) and best remaining ‘39 mountain ash forests in the area,  is enormous.  Similarly with the alpine ash ‘39 regrowth – so much has already gone.  And this on top of the enormous loss of mature trees in the 2009 fires.The northern end of the Rubicon Forest, which is the least heavily logged area to date, includes a disjunct area of mountain ash quite separate from the MA forests to the south which may well have ecological characteristics quite different from other apparently similar MA forests.Ground flora and understorey impoverishment due to extensive disturbance and exposure of soil – unlike in bushfires.Blackberries are another insidious creeping threat since they can persist until a maturing canopy opens up, when they can reassert themselvesRegeneration failures are extensive and entail further vegetation disturbance which is likely to further differentially disadvantage/advantage specific ground flora and understorey species.



60 year rainfall and streamflow

Rubicon River 30y streamflow is now 22% lower than the previous 30y.  Global 
warming and continued logging suggests this long-term decline will continue.
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Presentation Notes
Chart data sources:Bureau of Meteorology website (Eildon rainfall)Vic Government water data website (Rubicon flow)



Tourist development proposals
1. Create an aboriginal cultural heritage trail including Naah Naah Djong (the 

Cathedral Range) and early forced re-settlement sites for the 
Daungurung/Taungurung people.

2. Develop self-guided driving tours on the Plateau highlighting historic, ecological 
and geologically significant sites like the amazing Cerberean Cauldron.

3. Open up Royston Falls and Elephant Rock via a walk from the Power Station, and 
also open a track to Niagara falls below Snobs Creek falls. 

4. Upgrade Tweed Spur track and Cathedral Lane/Chitty Ridge Track to 2WD 
standard to create a scenic drive connecting Cathedral Range State Park with the 
Rubicon State Forest

5. Improve signposting and access to the Rubicon Historic Area 

6. Check if Alexandra Timber Tramway museum can establish a mini display at the 
Rubicon Power Station

7. Open the haulage line with cog railway from Rubicon Power Station

8. Establish mountain bike trails, incorporating aqueducts and trestle bridges

9. Upgrade Barnewall Plains Rd to 2WD standard to improve access to Mt Torbreck

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE:Designation of specific scenic drives, esp Royston River Road, Snobs Creek Roads and Blue Range Road, within the area would greatly strengthen the argument for such drives to be formally added to the drives listed in the 2014 Managements Standards, thereby affording their surrounds a bit more protection



The Great Cerberean Caldera

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to Dr Bill Birch, who has studied and written about this super volcano, the eruption of the this volcano - - which occurred 365 million years ago - - were some of the biggest ever to occur on Earth.  References:Dr Bill Birch, Volcanoes in Victoria (1994), Royal Society of Victoria.W.D.Birch et al, Geology and Structural Development of the Cerberean Cauldron, Central Victoria (1978), Memoirs of the National Museum of Victoria.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
All these roads have gentle grades and with a little expenditure could be easily 2WD in dry conditions.  The worst segment, the east end of Cathedral Lane marked in light blue, is the shortest segment requiring attention.Chitty Ridge Rd, marked in orange, mainly requires grading and potentially renewed gravel surface, while Blue Range Road is an all-weather road requiring no work.Tweed Spur Track, which runs from Cook’s Mill in the Cathedral Range State park to Blue Range Rd, mainly requires grading with a gravel surface to be applied.The creation of this tourist route has the added advantage of making the Blue Range, and the plateau more generally, more accessible for tourists.
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